On August 7th, Vote to Replace Justices Connie Clark, Sharon Lee, & Gary Wade.

Drop the Hammer on Tennessee's Liberal Justices...
Working with Obama's campaign team? Refusing to fight Obamacare?
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Our highest court should reflect the values of Tennessee’s families.
Unfortunately, the balance of our Court’s power has skewed hard left.1

Tennessee trial lawyers have packed the Supreme Court with liberal Justices who do not represent our values.
And we are paying the price.2

When 28 states tried to fight Obamacare - Tennessee sided with Obama ... Why? Our liberal Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court appointed a liberal Democrat to be Tennessee’s Attorney General — who refused to join lawsuits to take a stand against Obamacare.
Now the rights of patients have been taken away, federal government mandates have been imposed on our families, and Tennesseans have lost insurance coverage they liked.3

Justices Clark, Lee, and Wade hired a top Obama political operative to run their campaign.
And they claim to be “non-partisan.”4

It’s time to fight back.

DROP THE HAMMER ON TENNESSEE’S LIBERAL JUSTICES ...

Vote to Replace JUSTICES Connie Clark, Sharon Lee, & Gary Wade